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Assessing the Effectiveness of Moving Target
Defenses using Security Models
Jin B. Hong, Dong Seong Kim
Abstract—Cyber crime is a developing concern, where criminals are targeting valuable assets and critical infrastructures within
networked systems, causing a severe socio-economic impact on enterprises and individuals. Adopting Moving Target Defense (MTD)
helps thwart cyber attacks by continuously changing the attack surface. There are numerous MTD techniques proposed in various
domains (e.g., virtualized network, wireless sensor network), but there is still a lack of methods to assess and compare the
effectiveness of them. Security models, such as an Attack Graph (AG), provide a formal method of analyzing the security, but
incorporating MTD techniques in those security models has not been studied. In this paper, we incorporate MTD techniques into a
security model, namely a Hierarchical Attack Representation Model (HARM), to assess the effectiveness of them. In addition, we use
importance measures (IMs) for deploying MTD techniques to enhance the scalability. Finally, we compare the scalability of AG and
HARM when deploying MTD techniques, as well as changes in performance and security in our experiments.
Index Terms—Attack Graph, Attack Tree, Importance Measures, Moving Target Defense, Security Analysis, Security Model
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I NTRODUCTION

Cyber crime is an evolving issue for global enterprises and
individuals. Cyber criminals (i.e., attackers) are focusing more on
valuable assets and critical infrastructures in a networked system
(e.g., enterprise systems and cyber-physical systems), which potentially has a high socio-economic impact in an event of an attack.
Security mechanisms (e.g., firewalls) may enhance the security,
but the overall in-depth security of the networked system cannot be
estimated without a security analysis (e.g., cannot identify security
flaws and potential threats). Moreover, attackers may explore an
attack surface of the networked system to find vulnerabilities, and
exploit them to penetrate through [1]. Therefore, it is important
to reduce and continuously change the attack surface based on a
security analysis.
Moving Target Defense (MTD) can continuously change the
attack surface of the networked system [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], and
these techniques can be used in various application domains (e.g.,
dynamic networks [7], wireless sensor networks [8], and adaptive
execution environment in a virtualized system [9]). However,
existing studies do not rely on any formal security models (also
known as attack representation models (ARMs)), such as Attack
Graphs (AGs) [10] or Attack Trees (ATs) [11]. Consequently, it
is difficult to measure and compare the effectiveness of MTD
techniques (e.g., which MTD technique minimizes the system
risk?). In this paper, the term effectiveness of the MTD techniques
describes the ability to enhance the security of the system by
minimizing the efforts of the defender (e.g., to minimize the
system risk with a given resources) while maximizing the efforts
of the attacker (e.g., to maximize the attack cost). To address this
problem, we propose to incorporate MTD techniques into ARMs
and assess the effectiveness of them.
We classify MTD techniques into three categories: (i) Shuffle, (ii) Diversity, and (iii) Redundancy. The Shuffle technique
rearranges the system setting in various layers (e..g., address ran•
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domization, migration, topology rearrangements) [12], [13], [14],
[15], [16], [17], [18]. The Diversity technique provides equivalent
functions with different implementations (e.g., operating systems,
variant inputs and interpreters, variant software stack components)
[19], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26]. The Redundancy
technique provides multiple replicas of the network components
(e.g., services, nodes, or paths) to make multiples of the same
function [27], [28], [29], [30], [31], [32]. Further, these techniques
may be applied in combinations to enhance the security.
Scalability and adaptability of the ARMs must be considered
before incorporating the MTD techniques, as the ARM must
cope with the modification in the networked system when these
techniques are deployed (i.e., the attack surface changes when the
network components change). However, evaluating the ARMs is
not scalable [33], [34], as well as the lack of adaptability studies
[35]. To accommodate these problems, we use a Hierarchical
Attack Representation Model (HARM) which is more scalable
and adaptable [36]. In addition, we use importance measures
(IMs) [37], [38] to further improve the scalability. We analyze
the scalability and compare the changes in the performance and
security when deploying MTD techniques using simulations. The
performance of the IMs is compared against an Exhaustive Search
(ES) method, where the ES method for deploying the MTD techniques computes all possible deployment scenarios of the given
MTD technique to find the best deployment strategy. In contrast,
using the IMs to deploy the MTD technique computes important
system components based on the IMs, where the MTD techniques
are deployed onto (e.g., an important server is selected for a
redundancy). An earlier version of this paper appeared in [39],
and we extended the earlier version with (i) modeling and analysis
of Redundancy, (ii) modeling and analysis of complex Diversity
assignments such as in [20], and (iii) extensive experiments of
MTD techniques measuring performance and security.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to evaluate
the effectiveness of MTD techniques via a formal security model
for a comparative security analysis and measuring changes in
performance. Our contributions are:
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•

•
•

Incorporating and analyzing the effectiveness of the MTD
techniques (Shuffle, Diversity and Redundancy) using the
HARM;
Take into account complex Diversity deployment strategy;
Conduct comprehensive experiments for MTD techniques
and consider changes in performance and security.

Table 1 shows VMs with two OS variants (i.e., main and
backup). Connection constraints (e.g., via IP addresses) of VMs (it
can be obtained similarly as in [40]) are described as the following:
•
•
•

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We present
preliminaries in Section 2, followed by assessing Shuffle, Diversity
and Redundancy in Section 3, 4 and 5, respectively. Discussion
and limitations of this paper are presented in Section 6 and related
work in Section 7. Finally we conclude this paper in Section 8.

2

P RELIMINARIES

First, we specify a running example in Section 2.1, which we
use throughout this paper. Then, we formally define the HARM
in Section 2.2, and we give an overview on the classification
of the MTD techniques in Section 2.3. Further, we describe our
motivation of assessing the MTD to secure attack paths in Section
2.4. Finally, we describe the IMs in Section sec:ims, which are
used in Sections 3, 4 and 5.
2.1

•

All VMs on Host1 connect to all VMs on Host2.
No VMs on Host1 can connect to V M5 .
All VMs on Host2 connect to all VMs on [Host1, Host3].
All VMs on Host3 except V M5 connect to all VMs on
Host2.

We only taken into account vulnerabilities that bypass firewalls
and authentications via remote access. There are five “Windows
7” (denoted as W7) vulnerabilities, 10 “Windows Vista” (denoted
as WV) vulnerabilities, six “Redhat Enterprise Linux” (denoted
as REL) vulnerabilities, and 21 “Redhat Linux” (denoted as
RL) vulnerabilities. Table 2 and Table 3 show W7 and REL
vulnerabilities, respectively. We denote vulnerabilities by OSnumber
(e.g., in Table 2, CVE-2013-2556 is denoted as W 71 ). Also, a
common vulnerability scoring system (CVSS) base score (BS),
impact values, and exploitability are shown, where details of these
metrics can be found in [41]. We assume the attacker only has to
exploit one enlisted vulnerability to compromise the VM.

Network and system settings

TABLE 1
OS used in VMs

A virtualized system is used as an example depicted in Figure
1. We assume that the system hardware and the logic of operatingsystem-level virtualization are trusted as in [16]. Further, only
the operating system (OS) vulnerabilities are assumed (other
vulnerabilities, such as application vulnerabilities, can also be
modeled). Components of the virtualized system can be changed
frequently due to security matters, as well as Virtual Machine
(VM) creation/decease/migration. We use the virtualized system as
a basis example for modern networked systems, such as virtualized
data centers and cloud computing environments, which will be
introduced in Section 3.3.

VM ID
V M1
V M2
V M3
V M4
V M5

Default OS
Windows 7
Windows 7
Redhat Enterprise Linux
Windows 7
Redhat Enterprise Linux

Backup OS
Windows Vista
Windows Vista
Redhat Linux
Windows Vista
Redhat Linux

TABLE 2
Windows 7 Vulnerabilities
ID
W 71
W 72
W 73
W 74
W 75

Host2
VM3

CVE ID
CVE-2013-2556
CVE-2013-2554
CVE-2013-0013
CVE-2012-0001
CVE-2010-0494

CVSS BS
7.5
7.5
5.8
9.3
4.3

Impact
6.4
6.4
4.9
10
2.9

Exploitability
10
10
8.6
8.6
8.6

VM1
TABLE 3
Redhat Enterprise Linux Vulnerabilities

Storage

VM2
VM4

Host1

ID
REL1
REL2
REL3
REL4
REL5
REL6

VM5

Host3

Fig. 1. Configuration of the Virtualized System

The following assumptions and configurations are used for the
example, where these can be released:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

All VMs remain active (up and running) at all times.
Each host (i.e., a node) can hold up to two VMs only.
V M1 can migrate between Host1 and Host2.
V M2 can migrate between Host1 and Host2.
V M3 can migrate between Host1, Host2 and Host3.
V M4 can migrate between Host1, Host2 and Host3.
V M5 cannot migrate.

2.2

CVE ID
CVE-2013-2051
CVE-2012-4546
CVE-2005-2700
CVE-2005-0337
CVE-2004-1145
CVE-2004-0607

CVSS BS
2.6
4.3
10
7.5
5.0
10

Impact
2.9
2.9
10
6.4
2.9
10

Exploitability
4.9
8.6
10
10
10
10

Generating a HARM

We formally define a two-layer HARM with AG in the upper
layer and AT in the lower layer as follows.
Definition 1. The HARM has a 3-tuple H = (U, L,C), where U
is the upper layer ARM (e.g., an AG), L is the lower layer ARMs
(e.g., ATs), and C = U → L is a one-to-one mapping of upper layer
to lower layer components.
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Definition 2. An Attack Graph (AG) in the upper layer HARM is
a directed graph G = (N, E), where N is a finite set of nodes in the
networked system and E ⊆ N × N is a set of edges where an edge
is a communication medium (either wired or wireless) between
nodes ni ∈ N and n j ∈ N which an attack action can be executed
(e.g., an open port).
Definition 3. An Attack Tree (AT) in the lower layer HARM is
defined as T = (A, B, root), where A is a finite set of vulnerabilities, B is groups of events in the form of tuples (child, parent)
where child ∈ [A, gate], parent ∈ [gate, root] and gate ∈ [AND −
gate, OR − gate], and root is the goal node that specifies the
condition of the upper layer AG node being compromised.
We generate a two-layer HARM with the AG in the upper
layer and the AT in the lower layer capturing the reachability of
VMs and vulnerabilities of each VM respectively. Tools, such as
MulVAL [42] can be used to generate the AG, and logic reduction
techniques [43] can be used to generate the AT. We assume the
attacker is located outside the virtualized system (i.e., the attacker
is located on the Internet), but an attacker located inside can
also be modeled as in [37]. Figure 2 shows the HARM of the
virtualized system.
Example 1. Upper and Lower Layers Mapping: The HARM of
N
the virtualized system (VS) is HV S = (GV S , TV SV S ,CV S ), where GV S
NV S
is an AG in the upper layer HARM, TV S is a set of ATs in the
lower layer of the HARM for each upper layer node NV S , and
N
CV S = NV S → TV SV S is a one-to-one mapping of upper layer nodes
N
NV S to corresponding lower layer ATs TV SV S .
Example 2. Upper Layer: The AG shown in Figure 2
of the virtualized system (VS), is a directed graph GV S =
(NV S , EV S ), where NV S ={attacker,V M1 ,V M2 ,V M3 ,V M4 , V M5 },
and EV S ={(attacker,V M1 ),(attacker,V M2 ),(V M1 , V M3 ),(V M1 ,
V M4 ),(V M2 ,V M3 ),(V M3 ,V M4 ),(V M3 ,V M5 ), (V M4 ,V M5 )}.
Example 3. Lower Layer:
The AT shown in Figure
2 for V M1 (as shown in Table 1) is an AT TW 7 =
(AW 7 , BW 7 , root), where AW 7 = {W 71 ,W 72 ,W 73 ,W 74 ,W 75 } is a
7
W7
set of vulnerabilities, BW 7 ={(W 71 , ORW
1 ),(W 72 , OR1 ),(W 73 ,
W
7
W
7
W
7
W
7
OR1 ),(W 74 , OR1 ),(W 75 , OR1 ),(OR1 , root)} is a set of tuples specifying the conditions of V M1 being compromised.

Upper Layer

VM3

VM1
Internet

VM2

Attacker

VM4
VM5
REL
Compromised

O
R
1

W7

1

W7

2

W7

3

O
R

W7
Compromised

W7
Compromised

W7

4

1

REL

1

REL

2

REL

3

REL

4
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5

REL

6

W7
Compromi
sed
O
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W7

5

REL
Compromised

OR1

OR1
W71
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Lower Layer

W74

W75
REL1 REL2 REL3 REL4 REL5 REL6

Fig. 2. HARM of the Virtualized System

1

W7

1

W7

2

W7

3

W7

4

W7

5

TABLE 4
Categories of MTD Techniques
Subcategory
Shuffle
MTD

Diversity
Redundancy

2.3

Layers
TCP/IP
Infrastructure
Application
Topology
Application
Topology
Application

references
[12], [13]
[14], [15], [16]
[17], [18]
[19], [20]
[21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26]
[27], [28]
[29], [30], [31], [32]

Categorizing the MTD techniques

Categories of the MTD techniques implemented in various layers are described in this section. The MTD techniques are mainly
categorized into Shuffle, Diversity and Redundancy, and they are
summarized in Table 4. The Shuffle technique has been studied
in various domains at different system layers (e.g., IP shuffling,
VM live migrations, application migrations, randomized HTML
elements, instruction set randomizations, data randomizations, and
proxy relocations). Many studies have focused in the application
layer for the Diversity technique (e.g., software implementati ons,
compiler based diversity, software mix, data diversity, address
space partitioning and instruction set tagging), as well as in the
topology layer (e.g., path diversity). The Redundancy technique
has also been focused in the application and topology layers.
2.4

Securing attack paths

We focus our network hardening based on securing important
nodes in the attack paths, such as shown in [20] (but not routing
nodes here), rather than end points of an attack (i.e., initial attack
points and the target nodes) because of the following reasons: (i)
in a virtualized system (e.g., cloud), visible components or nodes
to the attacker (i.e., initial attack points) may change frequently
(e.g., service updates), (ii) assets in the networked system change,
and there may exist multiple assets (i.e., multiple target nodes),
and (iii) target nodes are estimated with asset values but it is still
difficult to specify them in an event of an attack.
A simple example based on the virtualized system is shown
in Figure 3. We assume that V M1 is unavailable, the attacker
has compromised V M2 , and targets are V M4 and V M5 (e.g., steal
information from different asset nodes). We apply an OS diversity
technique in the example (as specified in Section 2.1), where a
dotted box represents the VM with OS diversity applied. The
security goal is to ensure most (if not all) attack paths include
a node with an OS diversity. Figure 3(a) shows an initial attack
scenario (i.e., no OS diversity). Figure 3(b) shows that the OS
diversity applied to both target nodes V M4 and V M5 . On the other
hand, Figure 3(c) shows that the OS diversity is applied to V M3
that satisfies the security goal with only a single implementation of
OS diversity. If we assume the implementation of the OS diversity
has an associated cost, then minimizing the number of nodes (i.e.,
OS diversity only on V M3 ) is more cost effective.
Another example in Figure 4 shows the difference of securing
the attack paths. We assume that V M4 is not operational, V M3 is
operating on W7, and V M5 is the target. We consider using an
OS diversity. The initial attack scenario is shown in Figure 4(a),
which has two attack paths; (i) through V M1 and V M3 to the target,
or (ii) through V M2 and V M3 to the target. If we deploy the OS
diversity on V M1 or V M2 , it only covers a single attack path (as
shown in Figure 4(b) with V M2 ). The OS diversity applied hosts
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(a) Initial Attack Scenario

(a) Initial Attack Scenario
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VM1
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Attacker
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(b) Applying OS diversity on V M2

(b) Applying OS diversity on V M4 and V M5
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VM1
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VM5

VM3
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VM2
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VM4

Attacker
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VM5

(c) Applying OS diversity on V M3

(c) Applying OS diversity on V M3

Fig. 4. Different Effectiveness of Securing Attack Paths

Fig. 3. A Comparison of Securing Attack Paths and Targets

TABLE 5
NCMs and Ranking Important VMs

are highlighted with a double square. However, if we deploy the
OS diversity on V M3 , it affects both attack paths (i) and (ii), as
shown in Figure 4(c). More complex diversity assignment can be
found in [20], and we show assessing the effectiveness of these
scenarios in Section 4.2.
2.5

VM4

NCM
Degree
Closeness
Betweenness
Rank

V M1
0.6
0.556
0.217
3

V M2
0.4
0.714
0.083
4

V M3
0.8
0.833
0.367
1

V M4
0.6
0.714
0.083
2

V M5
0.4
0.556
0
5

Computing the IMs

The IMs are used to identify important components in the
networked system, and they are computed as described in [38].
Network centrality measures (NCMs) are used to identify important VMs in the upper layer of the HARM, where the values for the
virtualized system (see Figure 1) is shown in Table 5. For example,
the closeness centrality can be computed as in equation (1), where
d(ni , n j ) is the shortest distance between nodes ni and n j , and g
is the total number of nodes in a given closed graph (i.e., there is
no disjoint in the graph). The shortest-path distance from V M3 to
all other VMs (including the attacker host) is 6, and so that the
normalized closeness centrality measure for V M3 is 0.833. NCMs
are used to rank upper layer VMs, and it is calculated based on
degree, closeness and betweenness measures, but other NCMs can
also be used as in [44]. Important vulnerabilities are ranked based
on their CVSS BS (see Table 2 and 3).
g

Ccloseness (ni ) =(g − 1) × [ ∑ d(ni , n j )]−1

(1)

j=1

Prior to our work, only a few research used ARMs to analyze
the security of the networked system and deployed the MTD
techniques [2], [3], [7]. In contrast, our focus is to analyze how the
security changes (either improved or deteriorated) by deploying
the MTD techniques in order to deploy the most effective one.

To achieve this, we measure their effectiveness by incorporating
the MTD techniques into the HARM. We demonstrate how to
incorporate and assess the effectiveness of the MTD techniques in
Section 3 (Shuffle), 4 (Diversity), and 5 (Redundancy).

3
3.1

Shuffle
Incorporating only Shuffle in the HARM

Only the upper layer of the HARM is affected incorporating
the Shuffle technique because the vulnerability information is unchanged. Other ARMs, such as in [45], [46], may affect the whole
layer of the ARM (especially single layered ARMs) depending on
their component dependencies. A VM live migration (VM-LM)
method is taken as an example of Shuffle. We believe that the other
Shuffle based MTD techniques can be modeled in a similar way.
Computing all VM migration scenarios (and for any other Shuffle
based MTD techniques) is an NP-Hard problem. To address this
problem, we only model the next available migration step (i.e.,
only one available VM is migrated) and analyze the security of
it, because other possible cases of the VM migration cannot be
achieved without these preliminary steps. However, more complex
Shuffle scenarios will be considered in our future work.
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Definition 4. Given an Attack Graph G = (N, E) in the upper
layer HARM, an allowable Shuffle S ∈ E ∗ is any subset of the set
E ∗ ⊆ N × N.

TABLE 6
Risk Analysis for Migration Method
Case No.
1
2
3
4
5

Example 4. The AG shown in Figure 5(a), is a trans1
formation from an AG GV S = (NV S , EV S ) to GVV M
=
S
V M1
V M1
V M1
V M1
(NV S , EV S ), where NV S = NV S and EV S = EV S ∪
{(V M1 ,V M2 ), (V M1 ,V M5 ), (V M2 ,V M4 )}
Host2
VM1

VM3

Internet
VM2
Host1

VM4
VM5
Host3

Migrated VM
V M1
V M2
V M3
V M4
V M5

Risk Value
801.2
801.2
NA
359.6
NA

No. of Attack Paths
26
26
NA
12
NA

where j ∈ i and j represents each node that forms an attack path
i. The node risk NR j is a product of the probability of an attack
success Pj and impact of an attack I j . The system risk is computed
using security metrics shown in Table 2 and 3. The system risk
associated with migrating V Mm (m represents the ID of the VM)
Mm
and all possible attack paths associated with
is denoted as RVsystem
this migration is denoted as pathV Mm . For example, the system
risks after migrating V M1 and V M4 are shown in equations (3)
and (4) respectively. Equation (5) shows the risk calculation of an
attack path i = {V M1 ,V M2 ,V M4 ,V M5 }. Here, we denoted nodes
in attack paths by the VM ID for simplicity.

(a) Migration of V M1

Rsystem =
Host2

=
=
VM4
M1
RVsystem
=

VM2
VM5

M4
RVsystem
=

∑

PRi = 801.2

(3)

∑

PRi = 359.6

(4)

∑

NR j = 35.8

(5)

i∈pathV M4

(b) Migration of V M4

PR1245 =

j∈{1,2,3,4}

Fig. 5. Next Step Migration on the HARM Upper Layer

For our example, there are three available single-step VMLM from the initial state shown in Figure 1, where two of them
are shown in Figure 5. V M1 or V M2 can migrate from Host1 to
Host2, or V M4 can migrate from Host3 to Host2 under constraints
specified in Section 2.1. Changes in the upper layer of the HARM
are highlighted by a dotted rectangles and dotted lines. Figure
5(a) shows the migration of V M1 with an addition of two new
reachability connections. We observe that other non-migrating
nodes may be also updated (e.g., a new connection between V M2
and V M4 ). Migration of V M4 has one new reachability connection
added, as shown in Figure 5(b).
Assessing the Effectiveness of Shuffle

We use a VM-LM method as an example Shuffle as shown
in Section 3.1. First, we use the ES method to analyze the risk
for each migration scenario. The risk formula is defined as in
equation (2) (similar to [47]). The system risk, Rsystem , is defined
as a sum of risk associated with an attack path (i.e., path risk) PRi ,
where i ∈ path and path is a list of all possible attack paths in
the networked system. The path risk PRi for an attack path i is
a sum of risk associated with each node (i.e., a node risk) NR j ,

(2)

∑ (∑(Pj × I j ))

i∈pathV M1

Host3

3.2

∑ (∑ NR j )

i∈path j∈i

Internet

Host1

PRi

i∈path j∈i

VM3
VM1

∑
i∈path

Table 6 shows the summary of system risks for each migration
scenario including the number of attack paths. VMs that cannot
migrate due to system constraints are marked as NA. We conclude
that selecting V M4 is the most effective single-step VM-LM for
our example.
Next, we use the IMs to deploy the VM-LM. In Table 5, V M3
has the highest rank. However, V M3 cannot be migrated due to the
system constraints (see subsection 2.1). Therefore, we select the
next VM in the rank (in this case V M4 ), which is an equivalent
solution with the ES method as above. Although an exact solution
may not occur for all network scenarios, we showed that it is
possible to compute the equivalent solution using the IMs in
comparison to the ES method. We investigate the performance
(in terms of scalability) of Shuffle in Section 3.3.
3.3

Analyzing Shuffle

We compare the scalability of deploying the Shuffle technique
in a large sized networked system using the IMs and the ES
method. For the simulation, we use an abstracted CloudBand
model [48]. The example networked system can be regarded as
a small sized example of the CloudBand model, and we create a
larger model for our simulation. We setup two CloudBand nodes
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Fig. 6. A CloudBand Model for Simulation
Fig. 8. Performance comparison between AG and HARM when deploying a VM-LM
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Fig. 7. HARM of the CloudBand Model with five VMs on Each Node

and a resource node as shown in Figure 6. The HARM of this
CloudBand model with each node hosting five VMs is depicted in
Figure 7. We set up the attack goal of compromising the resource
node, where each CloudBand node can hold up to 450 VMs and
they are connected in a mesh topology with minimum number of
edges equals to three. We used a VM-LM as an example Shuffle.
We assume that any VMs can migrate between the CloudBand
nodes (one at any given time under the availability of space). When
a VM migrates the reachability of VMs changes, and consequently
the security may have changed also. Therefore, we select a VM to
migrate that minimizes the system risk.
We simulate the performance of the following three cases:
(i) an AG using the ES method, (ii) a HARM (with the upper
layer AG and the lower layer AT) using the ES method, and
(iii) a HARM using the IMs (based on the betweenness centrality). We used the betweenness NCM among others (e.g., degree
and closeness) based on the result in [38]. We chose top 10%
proportion of important VMs for security analysis, and choosing
different percentages of important nodes is analyzed in the next
experiment. We assume there are two vulnerabilities for each
VM, and the attacker can exploit any of the two vulnerabilities to
compromise that VM. More vulnerabilities can be modeled (with
other privilege types), but we limited the number of vulnerabilities
in our experiment due to the poor scalability of the AG.
First, Figure 8 shows the performance comparison of the three
cases (i), (ii) and (iii) in the evaluation phase of HARM and AG.
The evaluation phase utilizes the given security model and its

Fig. 9. Comparison between the ES method and using the IMs when
deploying a VM-LM

applicable methods to compute the given security metrics (e.g.,
the process of computing the system risk). Hence, this phase
requires numerous computations of security properties with the
given security model, and the performance can vary depending on
the model structure and the efficiency of the methods used. The
time to evaluate the AG and the HARM increases exponentially,
but the HARM is more scalable than the AG. Using the IMs
performed the best with a proportional time in comparison to the
HARM using the ES method. All these methods produced the
same result in the experiment (i.e., which VM to migrate).
Second, we simulated the performance with respect to the
different proportion of important VMs selected, which is shown
in Figure 9. It shows that as the proportion of important VMs
decreases (i.e., the number of selected important VMs decreases),
the performance of security analysis increases. It also shows that
taking into account all VMs using the IMs (i.e., equivalent to
the ES method) performs worse than the ES method due to
the overhead of computing the IMs. However, this overhead is
almost negligible, as the complexity of computing the IMs is in a
polynomial complexity, whereas evaluating security with the AG
or the HARM is in an exponential complexity.
In conclusion, we observed that the AG performed the worst,
followed by the HARM using the ES method, and the HARM
using the IM performed the best. Our simulation result showed
that using the IMs for security analysis is efficient, which also
compute equivalent (or nearly the same) solution to the ES method
even with a small proportion of important nodes (e.g., VMs).
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Fig. 10. Lower Layer ATs for V M1 with the OS Diversity Method

4
4.1

Diversity
Incorporating only Diversity in the HARM

We assume the reachability of the networked system (as
well as dependencies between network components) is unchanged
with the Diversity technique (i.e., only changes the vulnerability
information), because it must provide the same functionalities as
with its variants. Therefore, it only changes the lower layer of the
HARM. For example, if we apply the Diversity technique on V M1
at the OS layer (i.e., an OS diversity), then the AT in the lower
layer for V M1 needs to be updated as different vulnerabilities are
associated with the new OS. An example OS diversity is shown
in Figure 10, where V M1 initially modeled with the lower layer
AT with an attack goal to compromise W7 (see Figure 10(a)). A
substitute OS, WV (see Figure 10(b)), can be used instead.
Definition 5. Given an Attack Tree T = (A, B, root) in the
lower layer HARM, an allowable Diversity technique T ∗ =
(A∗ , B∗ , root ∗ ) is a transformation from T to T ∗ , where A∗ is a
finite set of vulnerabilities, B∗ is groups of events and root ∗ is
the new goal node. Components in the set of vulnerabilities and
groups of events may overlap with components in T (e.g., ai ∈ A
and ai ∈ A∗ ).
Example 5. The AT shown in Figure 10(b) is a
transformation
of
an
AT
TW 7 = (AW 7 , BW 7 , rootW 7 )
to
TWV = (AWV , BWV , rootWV ),
where
AWV =
WV
{WV1 ,WV2 , · · · ,WV10 }, and BWV ={(WV1 , ORWV
1 ), (WV2 , OR1 )
WV
WV
, · · · ,(WV10 , OR1 )(OR1 ,WV0 )},
and
εWV = {(WV1 ,
WV
WV
ORWV
1 ),(WV2 , OR1 ), · · · , (WV10 , OR1 )}.
One may not observe any difference in security analysis
depending on the security metrics used (e.g., risk values associated
with a VM assigned with W7 and another VM assigned with WV
are the same). However, one property of the Diversity technique
is that it changes the attack surface by forcing the attacker to
use a different set of exploits for different vulnerabilities (such
as shown in [20], [21], with an assumption of non-overlapping
vulnerabilities), and these effects may be captured using other
security metrics as we will show in Section 4.2.

Assessing the Effectiveness of Diversity

We use an OS diversity as an example shown in Section 4.1.
We analyze the attack cost with an assumption that if the attacker
encounters an OS already exploited in the attack path, then the
attack cost is reduced (e.g., reusing exploit tools, experience
gained). Other cost analyzes can be further conducted as in [49],
but due to the space limitations we carry out only the simplest
analysis in this paper. Also, other security metrics that reflect
different path information can be used as well (e.g., mean time
to compromise). We assume that exploiting a VM with any OS
has an attack cost of 1 unit dollar, and we assume the difficulty
of exploiting any OS is the same. If the attacker has previously
compromised the OS (i.e., already exploited same vulnerabilities
before), then the attack cost is reduced to 0.5 unit dollars. We take
into account using OS diversity on a single VM with the attack
goal to compromise V M5 .
First, we use the ES method. We start with the virtualized
system in the initial state (as shown in Figure 1). We can deploy
the OS diversity to each VM and compute the associated attack
costs. For instance, we compute the attack cost of the initial state
as shown in equation (6). The attack cost of deploying the OS
diversity to V Md is denoted as ACV Md , and the total attack cost of
V Md
an attack path is denoted as APi∈path
(for path being a list of all
V
possible attack paths and path Md is a list of all possible attack
paths associated with the OS diversity). We compute the attack
cost of deploying the OS diversity to V M1 in equation (7), and it
shows that this increases the total attack cost by two unit dollars
in comparison to the initial state.
AC =

∑

APi = 20

i∈path

ACV M1 =

∑

APi = 22

i∈pathV M1

(6)

(7)

The summary of deploying the OS diversity to each VM is
shown in Table 7, where the attack paths are represented by the
sequence of VM IDs. We observe that assigning the OS diversity
on V M3 maximizes the attack cost. The assigning the OS diversity
to the target node, V M5 , has the same attack cost as assigning on
V M3 , but we focus on securing the attack paths as explained in
Section 2.4.
Secondly, we use the IMs. We already computed important
VMs as shown in Table 5. It showed that V M3 is the most
important, which yields an equivalent solution to the ES method.
Of course, the order of important nodes may not be the same with
the ES method in different network settings and attack scenarios.
However, we demonstrated that using the IMs can compute the
equivalent solution to the ES method.
We also take into account assigning Diversity to multiple
nodes. We consider our example virtualized system as shown in
S
Figure 11, where V Md j represents the jth server of V Md . We take
into account two OS variants W7 and REL, with the probabilities
of each being compromised as 0.1 and 0.15 respectively. Then,
we can compute the expected client (host) connectivity (ECC)
as described in [20] and solve the Diversity assignment problem
(DAP). Figure 12 shows a comparison of three different cases of
assigning the OS diversity (REL assigned VMs are shaded for
readability). We can observe that a randomly assigned Diversity
is unlikely to provide an optimal solution for any metrics (Figure
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TABLE 7
Total Attack Cost of deploying OS Diversity (in unit dollars)

Internet
Path
1345
135
1435
145
2345
235
23145
Total Attack Cost

None
3
2.5
3
2.5
3
2.5
3.5
20.0

V M1
3.5
2.5
3.5
3
3
2.5
4
22.0

V M2
3
2.5
3
2.5
3.5
2.5
4
21

V M3
3.5
3
3.5
2.5
3.5
3
4
23.0

Host2

VM2

V M5
3.5
3
3.5
2.5
3.5
3
4
23.0

VM3s3

VM1

Host1

VM4s2

VM4s3

VM 4s1

VM5

Host3

W7

W7

W7

W7

Storage

Host3

Host2

REL

Internet

REL
REL

W7

W7

Attacker

Host1

REL

REL

W7

Attacker

REL

(a) Random OS diversity assignment with 0.838 ECC and
1054 Risk.

VM3s2
VM 3s1

Internet
Attacker

V M4
3.5
2.5
3.5
3
3.5
2.5
4
22.5

Host2

REL

Host1

Storage

W7

REL

W7

W7

Storage

Host3

Fig. 11. Example Virtualized System for DAP

(b) ECC-optimal OS diversity assignment with 0.957 ECC
and 1048 Risk.

12(a) shows the ECC of 0.838 with the Risk of 1054), because
this particular random case ended up with both the ECC and
Risk values worse than the ECC-optimal case (as shown in Figure
12(b)). Further experiments are carried out in Section 4.3. We also
observe a trade-off between the ECC and Risk (as shown in Figure
12(b) and 12(c)), where the ECC-optimal case does not hold the
Risk-optimal, and also the Risk-optimal does not hold the ECCoptimal. However, this multi-metrics optimization problem is out
of scope in this paper.
4.3

Analyzing Diversity

We analyze the change in security with various Diversity assignments. In [20], the ECC was used to measure the connectivity
of network clients when routing nodes are attacked. However, the
ECC is a performance measure and they did not consider how
security may change when they optimized the ECC. Similarly,
other related work on the Diversity technique did not consider
the various security metrics (as described in Section 7). We carry
out experiments to analyze the relationship between the ECC
(performance metric) and the system risk (security metric). We
used similar assumptions and settings for the simulation as in [20]
(i.e., a randomly generated networked system with a given density
value that specifies the average number of connections a node
has). There are no duplicated connections between nodes. For our
example virtualized system, we assume there exists an attacker
connected as a client, back-end server (e.g., V M5 in Figure 1)
is treated as a client and also the target, and routing nodes as
intermediate server nodes.
We use an OS diversity for our experiment, and we consider
the following assignment cases: (i) ECC-optimal (ECC-opt), (ii)
random, (iii) worst, (iv) Risk-optimal (Risk-opt), (v) W7 only, and
(vi) REL only. ECC-opt optimizes the ECC. random and worst are
random and worst OS diversity assignments respectively. Risk-opt
optimizes the risk using the same number of variants as ECC-opt.
Cases (v) and (vi) describe the same OS used on all routing nodes

Host2

W7

Internet

W7

W7

Attacker

REL
REL

Host1

REL

W7

REL

W7

Host3

Storage

(c) Risk-optimal OS diversity assignment with 0.81 ECC and
1026 Risk.
Fig. 12. OS Diversity Assignments for the Example Virtualized System

in the CloudBand (i.e., a homogeneous network with a single OS
variant). We take into account three variables with results obtained
in Figure 13: (a) number of nodes (Figure 13(a) and 13(d)), (b)
density of the networked system (Figure 13(b) and 13(e)), and (c)
number of variants (i.e., available OSs) (Figure 13(c) and 13(f)).
For scenario (c), we assumed that newly added OS variants will
have a less probability of an attack.
Scenario (a): Figure 13(a) shows that there is no significant
changes in the ECC value as the number of nodes increases.
Moreover, Risk-opt provides relatively the same value of the
ECC with the case of randomly assigned OS diversity. A single
variant (i.e., REL only) provides a constant ECC value. We also
observe that there are Diversity assignments providing a worse
ECC value using more variants (this is also mentioned in [20], but
not shown via an experiment). When we take into account the risk
analysis shown in Figure 13(d), increasing the number of nodes
also increases the system risk for all cases. Also, the difference
between these cases are minimal. For example, Risk-opt has less
risk than ECC-opt by an average of 0.4% (although we have to
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 13. Experimental results for the various Diversity assignments. (a) and (d) have a fixed density value of 8. (b) and (e) have a fixed number of
nodes with 10. (c) and (f) have a fixed density value of 8 and the number of nodes with 10.

take into account that Risk-opt has the same number of nodes for
each variant as the ECC-opt). The largest average risk difference
was between REL only and W7 only with 48%.
Scenario (b): All scenarios with two variants gradually
increases the value of the ECC as the networked system becomes
denser, where an ECC value of a single variant remains the
same. This is depicted in Figure 13(b). The crossovers between
Risk-opt and random is due to the randomness of the networked
system created, but they both increases gradually at a similar rate.
Similarly for a risk analysis shown in Figure 13(d), the system
risk increases due to increased in the number of possible attack
paths (i.e., higher density creates more attack paths). Similar to
scenario (a), the values of the system risk between difference
cases are insignificant, where the largest average risk difference
was between REL only and W7 only with 33% (two extreme cases
optimal and worst). The similar result can be observed in [20],
where an increase in the density value improves the ECC.
Scenario (c): If the number of variants is increased (i.e., there
are more available OSs), then randomly assigning the OS diversity
or using no OS diversity (i.e., REL only) reduces the value of
ECC as the number of variants increases. Also, no OS diversity
quickly converged to the worst case in our experiment. In contrast,
the values of the ECC forECC-opt and Risk-opt increase with
more variants. This result indicates that from all possible Diversity
assignments, only a small subset would improve the ECC. The
result is also reflected in the risk analysis shown in Figure 13(f).
Both ECC-opt and Risk-opt shows a minimal value of the system
risk compared to the other cases.
In conclusion, there is a trade-off between the ECC-oriented
and Risk-oriented Diversity assignments. However, both solutions
are better than any other cases in terms of the ECC and system
risk (e.g., random or none). For the ECC analysis, the number
of nodes does not affect the ECC for a constant density value,
but increasing the density value gradually improves the ECC as
well. Increasing the number of variants only improves the ECC
for the ECC-oriented and Risk-oriented assignments, where the

other cases gradually decreased. For the risk analysis, there are
minimal differences between the experiment cases, where using a
single variant with the lowest risk is optimal. However, the risk
is minimized using Risk-oriented or ECC-oriented solutions when
compared to other non-homogeneous Diversity assignment cases
(e.g., randomly assigned).

5

Redundancy

5.0.1

Incorporating only Redundancy in the HARM

The Redundancy technique creates multiple replicas of network components (e.g., services, nodes or paths) to enhance the
performance (e.g., reliability). For example, a front-end server
may have multiple replicas in case of a DDoS attack [31], [32].
Therefore, modeling the Redundancy technique creates new nodes
in the upper layer of the HARM and corresponding lower layers.
We denote the number of replicas as k-R for a k number of
replications. If we assume that VMs in the example (shown in
Figure 1) are servers (e.g., a web server), then Figure 14 depicts
V M1 with two server replicas (by relaxing the assumption about a
host holding only up to two VMs). We can consider two different
scenarios of analyzing the Redundancy technique: (a) To analyze
the change in security, or (b) to analyze the performance. In
case of (a), we consider attack scenarios where the attack goal
is to compromise some target (e.g., sequential attacks). Hence, the
intention of the attacker is unlikely to compromise all replicas. On
the other hand, case (b) considers attack scenarios with the attack
goal to shut down functionalities (e.g., DDoS attacks to block
services). Therefore, the attacker is likely to have an intention of
compromising a certain number of replicated network components
(if not all). In this case, we can substitute the upper layer HARM
with a performance analysis model with a corresponding lower
layer model if necessary (e.g., a reliability graph to measure the
reliability). A formalism for assessing the security of Redundancy
is as follows:
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TABLE 8
System Risk, Reliability and Probability using Redundancy

Host2
VM1

Internet

VM3

Replicated VM
System Risk
Reliability
Probability

VM r1
1

VM1r2

V M2
374.0
0.232
0.9875

V M3
4378.0
0.296
0.9897

V M4
1009.2
0.239
0.9807

V M5
1122.0
0.269
0.9793

VM4

VM2

VM5

Host1

Host3

Fig. 14. Redundancy with 2-R on V M1

VM3

VM3r1

r

VM3 2

VM1
Internet
VM2
VM4
Host1

V M1
940.4
0.285
0.9896

VM5
Host3

time at 10 hours). Figure 15 shows the transformation of the upper
layer HARM with the Redundancy technique for V M3 with 2-R.
It shows that increasing the number of attack paths is equal to the
number of edges times the number of replicas (i.e., degree(ni ) × k,
for node ni with k replicas, where degree(ni ) is the number of
edges connected to node ni ). Table 8 shows the experimental result
of the Redundancy technique using the ES method. Reliability is
measured by the probability of an attack success at time t = 10,
and Probability is the probability of an attack success for a given
system. We observe that increasing the reliability also increases
the system risk.
Second, we use the IMs. Since we want to replicate servers
(e.g., web servers hosts on VMs are captured in the upper layer
HARM), we use the NCMs shown in Table 5 to rank important
nodes in the upper layer HARM. V M3 has the highest rank, and as
shown in Table 8, Replicating V M3 provides the highest reliability.
However, the system risk is also the highest (i.e., ratio between risk
and reliability). We further analyze the effects of the Redundancy
technique in Section 5.2.

Fig. 15. Redundancy with 2-R on V M3

5.2
Definition 6. Given an Attack Graph G = (N, E) in the upper
layer HARM, an allowable Redundancy k-R ∈ E ∗ is any subset of
the set E ∗ ⊆ (N + k) × (N + k), where k is a number of replicas of
ni ∈ N.
Example 6. The AG shown in Figure 14, is a
transformation from an AG GV S = (NV S , EV S ) to
1
GVV M
= (NVVSM1 , EVVSM1 ), where |NVVSM1 | = |NV S | + 2 and
S
V M1
= EV S ∪ {(attacker,V M1r1 ), (attacker,V M1r2 ), (V M1r1 ,
EV S
r
V M3 ), (V M1r1 ,V M4 ), (V M1r2 ,V M3 ), (V M1r2 ,V M4 )}. Here, ni k
denotes a kth replicated node of ni .

5.1

Assessing the Effectiveness of Redundancy

We consider using both risk and reliability analyzes, because
Redundancy does not decrease the attack surface but aims to
provide a better performance (e.g., to mitigate DDoS attacks). We
assume that all VMs are running the same OS (e.g., W7) with an
assumed probability of an attack of 0.1 and an impact value of 10.
We also assume the networked system is attacked at a rate of 0.1
attack per hour (i.e., a VM is attacked once every 10 hours). We
deploy the Redundancy technique to each VM with 2-R. Equation
(2) is used to compute the system risk, and we used a SHARPE
(Symbolic Hierarchical Automated Reliability and Performance
Evaluator) for the reliability analysis (denoted as r), where the
details can be found in [50].
First we use the ES method to compute the system risk and
reliability of the example as shown in Figure 1, then for all Redundancy deployment scenarios. Here, we omit the working processes
for computing the system risk, as it was already shown in Section
3.2. The reliability is measured at time t = 10 (i.e., system running

Analyzing Redundancy

We investigate the change in security and performance when
deploying the Redundancy technique in the networked system.
Additional replicas of network components may improve the
performance (e.g., reliability, availability), but it also increases
the security concern (e.g., the system risk). We use the example
virtualized system shown in Figure 1 for the experiment, where we
assume V M1 and V M2 are front-end servers, and V M5 is the backend server and also the target of an attack. We consider applying
the Redundancy technique to a front-end server (e.g., V M1 ) with
all replicas being active. We analyze three scenarios: (i) probability
of the attack success (Figure 16(a) to 16(d)), (ii) mean-time-toattack (MTTA) (Figure 16(e)), and (iii) changes in the system risk
and availability (Figure 16(f)). We used the SHARPE to compute
the reliability and availability. Figure 16 shows the results.
Scenario (i): Figures 16(a) – 16(c) shows the probability of
the attack success (Pr(AS))over a period of time for varying attack
rates. We observe that as the attack rate increases, the Pr(AS)
increases rapidly. Also, increasing the number of replicas (i.e., kR) reduces the Pr(AS). However, the differences of the Pr(AS)
between high numbers of replicas quickly diminishes (e.g., a
minimal difference between 20-R and 30-R compared to other
k values). Figure 16(d) also shows that the Pr(AS) decreases
as the number of replicas increases, but the difference becomes
negligible for a large number of replicas (e.g., k > 20 for k-R in
this example).
Scenario (ii): Figure 16(e) shows the mean-time-to-attack
(MTTA) for varying values of attack rates. We observe that for
low attack rates (e.g., 0.2 attacks per hour) the value of the
MTTA increases logarithmically, whereas for higher attack rates
(e.g., 1 attack per hour) the value of the MTTA is almost linear
proportional to the lower attack rates. We also observe that the
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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Fig. 16. Experimental results for various Redundancy assignments. (a) is measured with an attack rate of 0.2. (b) is measured with an attack rate of
0.4. (c) is measured with an attack rate of 0.6. (d) measures the change in the probability of an attack success for a different probability of an attack
(ranged from 0.2 to 0.8). (e) is the mean-time-to-attack for various attack rates. (f) measures system risk and availability of the target VM (V M5 ).

value of the MTTA converges as the number of replicas increases,
where it converges faster for higher attack rates.
Scenario (iii): Figure 16(f) shows the changes in the system
risk and availability. We observe that the system risk increases
linearly, but the availability increases logarithmically and quickly
converges as the number of replicas increases.
In conclusion, there is a trade-off between security and performance when deploying the Redundancy technique. The system
risk increases linearly with respect to the number of replicas, but
the reliability and availability increase logarithmically. Hence, one
can optimize the trade-off between the system risk and reliability.

6

D ISCUSSION AND L IMITATIONS

It is difficult to deploy the most effective MTD technique without a comparative security analysis of them, especially in a large
sized networked system due to the scalability problem. To address
this, we proposed to model the MTD techniques and analyze the
security of them using the HARM. We showed (i) the effectiveness
of using the IMs when deploying Shuffle by comparing against
the ES method, (ii) changes in the performance (e.g., ECC) and
security (e.g., system risk, attack cost) for Diversity assignments,
and (iii) changes in the performance (e.g., reliability) and security
(e.g., system risk) when deploying Redundancy. In this section,
we discussion some of our findings as well as the limitations of
the research that we aim to resolve in our future work.
The effectiveness of MTD techniques: Our experimental
results show that the three categories of MTD techniques, namely
the Shuffle, Diversity and Redundancy, can be incorporated into
a security model (e.g., the HARM) and evaluated to provide
qualitative and quantitative security metrics for comparative analysis. The major problem of deploying aShuffle technique is the
scalability problem, where it is infeasible to determine the best

practice using the ES method. Our experimental results show
that by using the HARM in conjunction with the IMs, we can
significantly improve the performance of computing the best
practice deployment strategy with high accuracy as shown in
Section 3. For the Diversity and Redundancy techniques, we
showed the trade-off between performance and security taking into
account the expected client-connectivity (ECC) and reliability of
the system. The results show that it is inefficient to deploy the
Diversity technique in a random manner (see Section 4), while
there is a significant trade-off between the ECC and security
(e.g., the system risk) when the Diversity deployment strategies
are performance-oriented (i.e., to maximize the ECC) or securityoriented (i.e., to minimize the system risk). On the other hand,
deploying the Redundancy technique linearly increased the system
risk, but the improvement in the reliability quickly degraded as the
number of replicated system components increases. Hence, one
can optimize the reliability and system risk with given constraints.
Limitations: We tried to model the networked system as close
as to the real network settings, but one of the limitations is that
our work has no implementation in a real testbed for validation.
There is a limited number of previous work that used a testbed
or a practical network [6], [12], [17], [20]. We aim to implement
our proposed idea in a real test-bed to validate and extend our
research.
Only the OS vulnerabilities are taken into account in our work
for simplicity, but various vulnerabilities can be incorporated and
modeled in the HARM. For example, application vulnerabilities
can be incorporated by creating another lower layer in the HARM,
or combined with the OS vulnerabilities.
The proportion of important nodes in the HARM is randomly
but reasonably selected. As discussed in [38], there exists an
optimal number of important nodes for an optimal performance of
security analysis. We observed via simulations that using the ES
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method is infeasible in practice for a large sized networked system,
whereas using the IMs is more scalable and practical. However, it
is difficult to decide the proportion of important network components (e.g., nodes, vulnerabilities), as different networked systems
have different optimal proportions based on their properties and
settings. We will consider solving the optimization problem in our
future work.
Open problems and challenges: We did not consider zeroday vulnerabilities. However, incorporating zero-day attacks is an
additional function to the ARM [51], [52], [53], [54]. Incorporating zero-day vulnerabilities in the HARM can be done by adding
functions to analyze zero-day vulnerabilities (i.e., use ARM in the
layer capable of analyzing zero-day vulnerabilities).
Also, we did not consider various network scenarios (e.g., network topologies, the number of hosts and VMs, and the number of
vulnerabilities) and how the effectiveness of the MTD techniques
are affected when using the IMs. For security analysis, a nearly
equivalent security solution to the ES method was computed for
various network scenarios using the IMs [37].
Lastly, one can combine different MTD techniques to enhance
the security (e.g., Shuffle and Redundancy together [55], and
Diversity and Redundancy together [32]). However, we did not
consider the combined MTD techniques. Modeling all possible
scenarios of MTD deployment is an NP-Hard problem, and there
is still a lack of modeling techniques to capture all possible attack
scenarios in a scalable way.

7

R ELATED W ORK

MTD Framework: Zhuang et al. [2] presented an MTD
system that changes the configuration of a network proactively,
and they compared a simple MTD system (random adaptations)
with an intelligent MTD system (adaptation based on attack
detection alerts) in [3]. However, they focused on how frequent the
MTD technique should be applied, while the security of assigning
the MTD technique is not assessed. Manadhata [4] introduced a
two-player stochastic game model to determine an optimal MTD
strategy with a method to quantify the shift in the attack surface
based from the work in [1]. Their focus is to reduce the attack surface based on the trade-off between security and usability, where
the effectiveness of the MTD techniques is not considered. Crouse
et al. [5] used a Genetic Algorithm to find temporally and spatially
diverse configurations, which increased the spatial diversity and
reduced their defined vulnerability scores. However, without a
proper security assessment (e.g., using an ARM), one cannot
guarantee that the spatially diverse configurations are secure.
Evans et al. [6] classified diversity MTD techniques with respect
to four different types of attack strategies. However, they did not
take into account any specific network and its configuration.
MTD techniques: MTD techniques can be deployed in various layers of the networked system as shown in Table 4, and
they can improve the MTD framework. We enlist some of the
most recent MTD techniques, where their effectiveness could be
measured using our idea in this paper.
Shuffle: System settings in various layers are rearranged when
the Shuffle technique is deployed. At the TCP/IP layer, Jafarian et
al. [12] showed changing the IP addresses in a software defined
network (SDN), with their major goal of maximizing the unpredictability and the mutation rate. Antonatos et al. [13] shuffled IP
addresses, with a specified objective to harden networks against
Hitlist Worms. At the infrastructure layer, Danev et al. [14] used

A VM-LM in private clouds with focuses on the integrity of the
software prior to the VM-LM, and Zhang et al. [15] considered
a VM-LM in clouds with focuses on practicability considering
the availability and duration of the VM-LM. At the application
layer, Vikram et al. [17] randomized HTML elements to mitigate
web bots. Jia et al. [18] showed the secure service access for
clients by relocating secret proxies and shuffling client-to-proxy
assignments.
Diversity: Equivalent functionalities are maintained, but the
implementations vary in various layers when the Diversity technique is deployed. At the topology layer, Rohrer et al. [19]
formalized family of metrics for path diversity (e.g., reliability
and resilience) and proposed path diversification selection algorithm. Newell et al. [20] assigned diversity to routing nodes
in the networked system to increase the ECC with an optimal
diversity assignment solution for medium-sized networks, and
a greedy approximation solution that scales to large networks.
At the application layer, Glynis et al. [21] diversified active
software components to change their implementation versions
and resources continuously. Jackson et al. [22] used a compiler
based software diversity technique (two orthogonal compilerbased techniques) to automatically create multiple functionally
equivalent, but internally different variants of a program. Huang
et al. [23] automatically created a set of virtual servers with a
unique software mix (e.g., web server program, web application
programs, OS, and virtualization layer). Nguyen et al. [24] used
a data diversity to increase the difficulties for attackers to compromise the system, where Williams et al. [25] used it on VMs.
Cox et al. [26] applied address space partitioning and instruction
set tagging as an example diversity, but can be extended with
different methods in other layers of the system.
Redundancy: The redundancy technique produces multiple
replications of network components to enhance the performance.
at the topology layer, Kirrmann and Dzung [27] used Redundancy
on any level of the communication stack (e.g., physical, link,
or network layers). Al-Wakeel and Al-Swailemm [28] used path
redundancy to mitigate sensor network attacks by using alternative
routing paths for data transmission. At the application layer, Yuan
et al. [29] used software redundancy (example used are web server
and database redundancy) in an event of an attack for the system
architecture to adapt to the attack pattern. Chang et al. [30] used
data redundancy to replicate storage data to provide reliability
and availability in case of disasters. Huang et al. [31] used server
redundancy to increase service availability and dependability.
Gorbenko et al. [32] used service redundancy to enhance the
availability and reliability of the networked system.
Security modeling and analysis: Existing studies did not
use a formal security model to analyze the security, so different
MTD techniques cannot be compared to determine the most
effective solution. In a large sized networked system, often not
all network components can be secured due to constraints and
limited resources. In this paper, we incorporated the MTD techniques for security modeling and analysis using the HARM. We
analyzed the security of Shuffle, Diversity and Redundancy, and
performed security analyzes to measure their effectiveness, which
are comparable using the same metrics. In addition, we proposed
to use the IMs [37], [38] to deploy MTD techniques in an efficient
way. We showed that the security analysis and deploying MTD
techniques using the IMs and the ES method were equivalent, but
the performance (in terms of time) was dramatically improved
using the IMs.
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8

C ONCLUSION

Moving Target Defense (MTD) is a network defense strategy
that continuously changes the attack surface to prevent cyber
crimes and thwart attacks. By doing so, we can minimize the
potential socio-economic impact on enterprises and individuals,
as well as protecting important assets and critical infrastructures.
A major problem of adopting the MTD techniques is the inability
to guarantee that the security is enhanced by changing the attack
surface. Therefore, we must assess the change in security prior
to deploying any MTD techniques. However, the effectiveness of
deploying the various MTD techniques cannot be compared to
one another, because they did not consider using a formal security
model to analyze them. Also, it is difficult to decide how to
deploy the MTD techniques efficiently, especially for a large sized
networked system.
In this paper, we addressed the aforementioned problems by
incorporating the MTD techniques Shuffle, Diversity and Redundancy into the HARM, and assessed the security of them. We
showed a formal security analysis of the MTD techniques using
various performance and security metrics, which are used to
compare their effectiveness. Also, we used the IMs to select highly
important network components (e.g., hosts and vulnerabilities)
to deploy the MTD techniques, and a significant improvement
using the IMs (in terms of scalability) is shown in comparison to
the ES method in our experiments. Moreover, our experimental
results showed that we can assess the effectiveness of the MTD
techniques as well as the changes in the performance (e.g., the
ECC, reliability and availability) and security (e.g., the system risk
and attack cost) to observe the trade-offs between those metrics
prior to deploying the MTD techniques.
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